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Abstract 
This paper deals with data fusion between different resolution multispectral (MS) and panchromatic 
(Pan) images in order to obtain high spatial resolution MS images. A survey is provided about the 
state-of-the-art data fusion techniques and synthesized product's quality assessment criteria. Several 
fusion algorithms and quality indexes were implemented in a Toolbox with a graphical user 
interface developed in MATLAB environment, namely Fusion Tool Box (FTB), developed to 
obtain experimental results. The analysis performed through FTB on two different data sets was 
oriented to validate the theoretical analysis and to perform a quantitative comparison among fusion 
algorithms for several applications. Results allow a first level evaluation of advantages and 
drawbacks of the various techniques for specific applications.  
Introduction 
The reason of the increasing attention toward data fusion between different resolution MS and Pan 
images lies in the technical impossibility to achieve simultaneously high spatial and high spectral 
resolution images directly from a satellite, and fusion techniques are necessary to achieve this 
purpose. Even if it were feasible having a sensor able to deliver MS images with the same spatial 
resolution of Pan images, two problems would arise: storage capacity on the platform and pass-band 
of the transmission channel are limited. Considering a satellite with MS images composed of four 
bands, if the spatial resolution of these images was increased by four times to gain the spatial 
resolution of Pan image, their size would increase sixteen times. There would be sixteen times the 
original quantity of data to storage on board and to transmit to the ground. The importance of data 
fusion techniques to turn standard MS and Pan images into high spatial resolution MS images lies 
in the possibility to fulfill more effectively several applications, such as classification, target 
detection, cartography, urban zones development and diagnostics, which do take advantage from 
both high geometric resolution and multispectral pattern recognition.  
In this paper a theoretical analysis is performed on state-of-the-art fusion methods, focusing on 
algorithms, advantages and drawbacks of each one, and showing emerging methods and principal 
research axes. A survey is performed about synthesized image's quality assessment criteria, 
separating them in different complementary categories in order to be able to produce a complete 
and synthetic fused image's quality budget. A brief description of the Toolbox with a graphical user 
interface (GUI) developed in MATLAB environment, namely Fusion Tool Box (FTB), is then 
provided. Through FTB an experimental analysis of the fusion methods is performed on two 
different data sets. The achieved experimental results support the theoretical analysis and are 
thoroughly discussed in this paper. 
